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“No, I’m begging you, Zhou Mi, I’m begging you.”

Omi looked at Yun Zi, and suddenly realized that this chick was a bit like not recognizing, how arrogant
and cocky she used to be, and how vicious and high-minded she was, and couldn’t be wronged in the
slightest.But now, it was the complete opposite, as if she had become a soft woman.

Omi waved his hand, “Alright, alright, go ahead.”

“Thanks, I’ll definitely be back in three days.”Yun Zi said gratefully.

Omi looked at her departing back, somewhat baffled, how could a person’s personality change so
much, could it be that the last time Omi made her soul ache, was it really so terrifying?She has been
deeply convinced by Omi?

Omi stopped caring about her and continued to cultivate his own.

Belinda Ma was also trying to cultivate her own.

Three days later.

Yun Zi really returned to the inn early in the morning.

Yun Zi first came to Omi’s room.
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“Hmm.That, Choomi, can I help you?About you wanting to take the First Class Immortal?I can go and
beg my uncle, my uncle knows Level 2 Xiantian masters and can introduce you to them so that you can
successfully assess to Level 1 Xiantian.”Yun Zi said.

Omi said, “I’m afraid that you want to go home yourself.”

“I, if I had tested to a first-grade Immortal Pill Master earlier, I could have gone back earlier ah.”

“No need, your uncle’s entire family are not good people, why should I beg him, besides, I’m not in a
hurry, so what if I wait for a year and a half.”

“Oh.”Yun Zi was a little depressed.

Omi said, “These three days, have fun.”

“Fine.”



Omi knew that in these three days, Yun Zi and her cousins had gone to some kind of dragon touring
mountain to play.Moreover, Yun Zi’s cousin, also introduced Yun Zi to someone while she was there,
i.e., Yun Zi was indirectly set up on a blind date.

That person who was introduced was called Gusi Ba.

Ancient Temple Ba was very powerful in the Upper Fife Yan Continent, and had even more power than
Yun Zi’s uncle, which was why Yun Zi’s cousin introduced his cousin to Ancient Temple Ba, hoping that
it would be successful, so that their Yang Family’s power could also be more solid.

At this moment, in the Yang residence.

“Father, we’re back from the Dragon Tour Mountain.”

“Fan’er, how was it going to play?”

“Good, it was fun.”

“I’m not asking you, I’m asking about Yun Zi, and that Gusheba.”

“Hehe, of course, Cousin Yun Zi had a good time too.Guziba met Cousin Yun Zi, and had a great time
playing together these past few days too.”

“What’s Gusheba’s impression of Yun Zi?”Yun Zi’s uncle asked with concern, not that he was really that
concerned about Yun Zi’s life events.

Yun Zi’s uncle, named Yang Qilu, was a strong pre-Earth Immortal, similar in strength to the Emperor
of Yun Luo Immortal Kingdom, but he wasn’t a very powerful person in the Upper Fellows’ Yama
Continent, and his position wasn’t secure.

That Gusiba’s family, however, was much stronger than Yang Qilu’s, and Gusiba’s grandfather was a
mid-Earth Immortal powerhouse.

Therefore, Yang Qilu very much hoped that Guziba and Yun Zi could like each other.

This matter, Yang Qilu had also told Yun Zhan before.

To be precise, Yun Zhan asked Yang Qilu to help scout out the Upper Fey Yan Continent to see if there
were any good men to introduce to Yun Zi.
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After all, Yun Zhan also needed a more solid power, and if Guji Ba and Yun Zi could become a success,
it would be beneficial to both the Yun Gong Immortal Kingdom and him, Yang Qi Lu.

Fan Yang smiled heedlessly and said, “Father, the first time Guji Ba saw Cousin Yun Zi, his eyes
straightened.You don’t think about it, with Yun Zi’s beauty, how could Guji Ba not like her.When Guji
Ba came back today, he even asked me about how Yun Zi felt about him.”

“That’s good, how does Yun Zi feel about Gusheba?”Yang Qi Lu was busy asking.

Yun Zi’s cousin Yang Fan sighed, “Father, it’s hard to say about this, the past few days of playing in the
Dragon Tour Mountain, Gusiba didn’t have much interaction with Yun Zi, I also can’t see Yun Zi’s
meaning, I also hope to let Yang Xin and the other girls, to talk about Yun Zi’s mouth.”



“Well, it would be best if it works out, I’m now worried about that Zhou Mi, that Zhou Mi, who has a
good talent, I wonder if Yun Zi has other feelings for him.Unfortunately, Guji Ba’s strength is not as
good as Yang Feng, even Yang Feng was defeated by Zhou Mi, Guji Ba is even less of a match for Zhou
Mi.As such, if Guji Ba wants to pursue Yun Zi, that Zhou Mi is the first obstacle.”

Yang Fan snorted, “Father, I’ve already asked, Cousin Yun Zi said that she and Zhou Mi are just friends,
she doesn’t have any relationship with him, let alone like him.”

“So best.”

“Father doesn’t need to worry at all, although Zhou Mi’s strength and talent is above Guji Ba, but, to
hang around in the Immortal World, everyone knows that it’s based on relationships and backstage.No
matter how talented he is, what’s the point of having no backstage, maybe one day some powerful
person will look at him and destroy him with a slap.”Yang Fan’s gaze carried a sense of warning, as if,
perhaps one day, he might be the one to slap Omi to death.

Yang Qilu nodded his head, indeed, no matter how strong the talent was, no backstage was useless,
and Yang Qilu had never put Omi in his eyes at all, although Omi had spiked his genius son Yang Feng,
but where so what, if he wanted to, he could kill Omi with a blink of an eye.

At the inn.

Omi was also talking to Yun Zi.

“That guy called Gusiba, he’s not bad, right?”Omi asked faintly.

“Ah, how do you know.”Yun Zi was startled.

“Remember, I’m your master, your soul is dedicated to me, is there anything I don’t know?”Omi said.

Yun Zi’s body was startled.

Actually, Omi staged some mystery, Omi could perceive what Yun Zi’s eyes saw and could control his
soul, but Omi couldn’t perceive what Yun Zi was thinking inside.

Omi smiled, “Don’t be nervous, I won’t interfere in your marriage, you can fall in love with whoever
you like.”

“You’re thinking too much, I won’t like that Gusheba, even though my cousins and their cousins set us
up.”

Omi asked, “That Gusheba, is it strong?”

“It seems to be the Upper Fey Yan Continent, within the 150th rank of the pre-Human Immortal
ranking.”

Omi said disdainfully, “Within 150, I can pinch him with a little thumb, no wonder you don’t look down
on him.”

“It’s not because of that that I don’t look down on him, although he’s not as strong as you, he’s already
a genius to be ranked 150th here.Moreover, his family lineage is even bigger than my uncle, and his
grandfather is a mid-earth immortal powerhouse, which, no matter what strength Guji Ba has, he and I
are at least door to door.Alright, I won’t talk to you anymore.”Yun Zi turned around and walked away.



Omi snorted, again with the background backstage set, Omi had already experienced too much all the
way up from the mortal realm.

However, it also showed that no matter where it was, relationships were very important.
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